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The Mu/tirmriatc Allalysis of Variauce (MANOV A) is applied 011data of 157 JlOlISCJlOlds
from the Nor//rcm Provillce to test the sigllificalrce of the response of llOlIfanu eanzillgs to the
access of agriCl/lturlll markets. 71,,, mark"t acccss (alld tlreir illternctions) illvolved cash
market, exchange for fillisJred product, alld vallle addillg at Jlouschold level, while the
lIonfarm illcome respollses cmalrated from local sources, com 11111thlg, alld migratioll. 71re

results reflect that lIonfarm incomes are IIOt crllcia/when farmers /mve access to all market

options, since they can generate both illcome alld ensnre food security from farming.
However, when markets are llOt fully accessible, nOllfarm ill comes (from migrants alld local

sources) telld to play a supplemelltaryrole. By the lIature of its elltrancereqllircments.
illcome from commllting is IIOta result of cOllditions ill the markets. Nonetheless, tllt:'reis
ellougll evidmce of tile existence of linkages behl'eell cOllditiolls in agriwlturnlmarkets and
ellgagemellt ill nOllfarm illcome. To ell/mllce such lillkages would require provisioll of
illfrastrllctllre, commlt/licatioIlS, informatioll alld trallsport lIehoorks.

INTRODUCTION

Although a majority of rural households in South Africa depend on
agriculture, farm production is normally not sufficient to sustain the basic
needs (MALA, 1998). Some 30 to 50% of the population has insufficient food,
is exposed to an imbalanced diet, as a result of low incomes (APU, 1997). The
dual objectives in farming are to ea~ income and ensure food security (World
Bank, 1995). As such, households use different marketing channels to achieve
such objectives (NAMC, 1999). When these markets are not reliable or non-
existence Uayne et al., 1994), farmers respond by engaging in nonfarm
activities to supplement the deficiency of agricultural markets (May, 1996,
1997 and BabeI', 1996). The paper aims to determine the behaviour of farmers
in adopting nonfarm activities when faced with different conditions of market
access. In most rural areas of South Africa, farming income contributes far
less than nonfarm income in the total income (Delgado, 1997).
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Literature on farm-nonfarm linkages can be subdivided into two major areas
of orientation. The first bodv of literature tend to show the role of nonfdrm. .
activities in stabilising incomes of rural households (BabeI', 1996 and May
1996) and rural economies (van Dijk, 1986; Kirsten, 1995 and Liedholm et aI,
1994). Nonfarm activities are an important source of cash income that can be
used to finance farming activities and smoothing incomes inter-annually
(Reardon et aI, 1994; Islam, 1997). Most of these studies attempt to
demonstrate the high share of nonfarm income as compared to farm income
share with the implication of development as agriculture's role declines
(Timmer, 1990). Linked to this is allocation of labour to farm and nonfarm
activities (Kawanogoe, 1994; and Abdulae et al., 1999).

The second body of literature explores growth linkages between farm and
nonfarm sector (Delgado et aI, 1994; 1998 and Ngqangweni, Kirsten &
Delgado, 1999). These studies attempt to motivate how increased rural
incomes are spent on consumption items with implications for rural growth.
Other discussions pertain to linkages of agriculture to the rest of the macro-
economy (van Rooyen, 1997).

Relatively fewer studies tend to explore factors driving households to
diversify outside of agriculture (Reardon et ai, 1992 and Reardon et al., 1994).
This paper aims to determine how nonfarm activities respond to access to
agricultural markets. The study is supplementary to the work of Olfert (1992)
which evaluated nonfarm employment as a response to underemployment in
agriculture. When farmers are faced with market uncertainties, they usually
choose other avenue, such as diversification strategies to reduce risk exposure
(Zaibet & Dunn, 1998). A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOV A)
model is implemented for that purpose.

DEVELOPMENT AND SPECIFICAnON OF MANOV A MODEL

The objective of this paper is to test the significance of households' nonfarm
income responses; local sources (YI), commuting (Y2), and migration (Y3) to
indicators of agricultural market access; direct cash market (XI), value adding
exchange (X2), and value adding at household level (X3). The multivariate
analysis of variance (MANGV A) is used for two reasons. There are three
categorical indicator or explanatory variables (X's) and three response
variables (Y's). The linear regression and analysis of variance cannot be
applied since the effects and responses should be determined simultaneously
for both sets of variables.
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The benefit of MANGV A is its ability to simultaneously explore the effect of
several categorical independent variables on the variance of a group of
dependent variables (Mamabolo, 1998). In simple terms MANGV A can be
stated in the following form;

YI + Y2 + Y3.+ Yn = XI + X2 + )(1.+ Xn,

where Y is a metric response variate and. X is a nonmetric factor (Hair et ai,
1995).

The Multivariate two-way fixed-effect model can be developed based on
Mamabolo (1998) and Johnson & Wichem (1992). Suppose there are g levels
of factor 1, b levels of factor 2, and 11 independent observations can be
observed at each of the gb combinations levels. Denoting the rth observation
at level I of factor 1 and level k of factor 2 by X,k', the multivariate two-way
model is

X,k'= Il,k, + t, + ~k + y,k + e,k,

I = 1,2, ,g; k = 1,2, ,b; mul r = 1,2, ,11

where

L't, = L~k = LY,k= LYrk= 0

with summations running as defined above.

The dimensions of all vectors are p x 1 and e,k, is assumed to be an Np(O, L)
random vector. Thus the responses consist of p measurements replicated 11
times at each of the possible combinations of levels of factors 1 and 2.

The observation vectors can be decomposed as

X,k' = )( + ()(,..-)() + (Kk - )() + ()(,k'- )(,. - Kk + )() + ()(,k'- )(,k)

where )( is the overall average of the observations vectors.

Squaring and summing the deviations gives a break-up of the sum of squares
and cross-products and degrees of freedom as

SSP cor =SSP faeI + SSPia,2 + SSPinl + SSPres I
gbn-1 = (g-1) + (b-1) + (g-1)(b-1) + gb(n-1)
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The F-ratio of the mean squares of effect terms to error can be used to test for
the effects of factor 1, factor 2, and factor I-factor 2 interactions using Wilks
lamda. Other tests include Pillai-8arlett, the Hotteling-Iawley trace and Roy
greatest characteristics root (Mathobo, 1999).

MANOV A model is not frequently applied in social sciences. Some cases
where it was applied involved determination of farmers' beliefs and adoption
of integrated Pest Management (Musser et a/., 1986), and measurement of
attitude as a way of differentiating entrepreneurs (Boshoff & Scholtz, 1995).
As such, this paper aims to add to the literature applying this model.

A statistical model was developed to determine the response of nonfarm
income sources to agricultural market access. The vector of dependent
variables represents nonfarm income per adult equivalent (AE) indicated by
income from local sources (LOCINC), commuting (COMTINC), and migration
(MIGRINC). LOCINC reflects business activities, services, pensions,
agribusiness, and farming activities. CO!\ffiNC reflects salaries from public
service, and MIGRINC reflects income from wages by migrants. The vector of
independent variables represents access to agricultural markets. This include
three factors; MKTSELL indicating whether household marketed its produce
for cash or not, MKTEXC indicating whether the household exchanged its
produce for value added products from other institutions or not, and
MKTSELF indicating whether the household added value to its farm produce
by itself or not.

The MANOV A model was specified as;

LOCINC + COMTINC + MIGRINC = MKTSELL + MKTEXC +

MKTSELF + MKTSELL*MKTEXC +MKTSELL*MKTSELF +
MKTEXC*MKTSELF +tVIKTSELL*MKTEXC*MKTSELF

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The statistical model in this study was tested using 1997 data from a sample of
157 farming households in the Northern Province. The data was gathered
through interview using structured questionnaire. The respondents were
asked to indicate sources and amounts of income. They were further asked to
indicate value of farm produce from direct sales, products exchanged, and
kept for own consumption. The muItivariate test for homogeneity of
dispersion matrix show significance with Box M = 291,77, and F WITH (42,
5701) DF = 6,21 and chi-square (with 42 DF) of 262.87, both significant at one
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percent. Further, the correlation of the response variables within categories
was reasonable.

.
4

Table 1 displays the results of the multivariate test of significance of various
parameters of market access combination. The values of three tests of
significance are presented, namely Pillai's Trace, Hotteling-Lawley Trace and
Wilks lamda. When there are two groups all the three statistics give the same
value of the F statistics. In addition, it indicates univariate F-tests (with 1,148
DF). The hypothesised sum of squares and. error sum of squares are not
presented, but the F-values and their significance.

Table 1: Multivariate test of nonfann response to markets

~

*significant at 10%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 1%

The three-way interactions among MKTSELL, MKTEXC and MKTSELF are
not significant. All the multivariate test statistics have very low values. Even
the univariate F-tests are not significant. This implies that those households
engaged in three market access options do not experience a major difference
in nonfarm income from local sour~es (business and pensions), comn1\,lting
(salaries), and migrating (wages). That could be due to the fact that farmers
with access to the three market options are able to generate enough income
(through sales), and ensure food security (through exchange and adding value
themselves).

f
I

The multivariate test reflects that only one category of the three two-way
interactions in market access is significant. The two-way interactions
MKTSELL and MKTSELF had a multivariate test statistics significant at five
percent. That is, when cash market is considered with value adding at
household level, nonfarm income sources tend to show a major variation
among groups. For that matter, the univariate F-test is significant at 5% level ,~

~
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Effect
Multivariate test of

Univariate f-test (1,148) dfsignificant
PiIlais Hottellins Wilks LOCINC COMTINC MIGRINC

MKTSELL *MKTEXC*
.0134 .0136 .9866 1.442 .142 .5967

MKTSELF
MKTECX*MKTSELF .0288 .0297 .9712 3.661* .344 .0032
MKTSELL *MKTSELF .072" .077- .929** 5.797** .251 5.997"
MKTSELL *MKTEXC .0372 .0386 .9628 2.389 .614 3.245*
MKTSELF .0183 .0186 .982 1.172 .014 1.432
MKTEXC .0218 .0223 .978 .205 2.156 .657
MKTSELL .0321 .0332 .9679 4.626" .008 .192
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for local and migration income source. That is, income from local sources and
migration differed significantly between households who used cash market
and added value themselves and those who did not. However, income from

commuting does not show any variation.

The multivariate test statistics for interactions between MKTEXC and

MKTSELF and MKTSELL and MKTEXC were not significant. However, the
univariate test reflected that nonfarm local income differ as to whether the

household is engaged in exchanging for finished product and adding value
self or not. This is significant at 10 percent. That is households in this
category would use returns from farming for food security, and use income
from nonfarm local sources to acquire other basic needs. Basically, this could
be the results of absence of cash markets (MKTSELL = 0). On the other hand,
the univariate test for income from migration is significant at 10 percent for
interaction of MKTSELL and MKTEXC. Households with access to these

options are more likely to be earning supplementary income from migrants.

The main effects do not significantly explain the variation in the nonfarm
income sources (Pillais, Hottelings and Wilks lamda statistics not significant).
Only the univariate F-test for income from nonfarm local sources was
significant. There is a 90 percent confidence that income from local sources
differentiate those who sell for cash and those who don't (?\IKTSELL).

The MANOV A procedure further provided results for estimates of
coefficients and post hoc estimation of means for different combinations of
market access factors as well as combined adjusted means by each market
access options. Those results are not presented in this paper, but are used for
discussion of the results.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA nONS

Small-scale farming has dual objectives in farming; to ensure sufficient income
and ascertain food security, normally achieved through access to agricultural
markets. When access to cash market is constraint, households will typically
engage in local nonfarm activities such as business operations (retailing,
hawking, agribusiness) and service provision (building, welding, taxi
operation), while senior citizens depend on pensions. However, when cash
markets are available (usually locally), they are erratic and unreliable forcing
households to exchange some produce for finished product or add value
themselves. As such, some households tend to take wage employment in
order to supplement and safeguard farming risk. However, households
cannot respond to farming risks by generating income from commuting which
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is dominated by public service characterised by very specific entry
requirements. ~

Participation in nonfarm income activities is a response of inadequacy of the
farming activities to generate enough income and ensure food security for the
household. These may reflect short-term response (through wage earning),
medium term response (business, and services), and long term response
(through salaries and pensions). These discernible linkages provide certain
benefits, and they should be managed and promoted. At local level, market
infrastructure for nonfarm local activities should be enhanced. Similarly,
information and communication systems should be strengthened to
strengthen interaction between migrants or wage eamers with household
members operating the farms. For commuters to benefit more from farming
activities, reliable transport and communication networks should be
introduced. Management of these linkages is crucial since the dependency on
both farm and nonfarm income is the mainstay of rural economies.
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